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Abstract
Super point is a special host in network which communicates with lots of other hosts in a certain time period.
The number of hosts contacting with a super point is called as its cardinality. Cardinality estimating plays
important roles in network management and security. All of existing works focus on how to estimate super
point’s cardinality under discrete time window. But discrete time window causes great delay and the accuracy
of estimating result is subject to the starting of the window. sliding time window, moving forwarding a small
slice every time, offers a more accuracy and timely scale to monitor super point’s cardinality. On the other
hand, super point’s cardinality estimating under sliding time window is more difficult because it requires an
algorithm can record the cardinality incrementally and report them immediately at the end of the sliding
duration. This paper firstly solves this problem by devising a sliding time window available algorithm
SRLA. SRLA consists of two cardinality estimating algorithms, sliding rough estimator SRE and sliding
linear estimator SLE. SRE is used to detect super point while scanning packets and it generates a candidate
super point list at the end of a sliding time window. With this candidate super point list, SLE estimates
the cardinality of every candidate super point fast and accurately. SRLA’s ability of working under sliding
time window comes from a novel cardinality recorder, distance recorder DR. DR records the time a host
appearing and helps SRE and SLE to judge if a host contacting with a super point is in a certain time
period. SRLA could run parallel to deal with high speed network in line speed. This paper also gives the
way to deploy SRLA on a common GPU. Experiments on real world traffics which have 40 GB/s bandwidth
show that SRLA estimates super point’s cardinality within 100 milliseconds under sliding time window when
running on a Nvidia GPU GTX650 with 1 GB memory. The estimating time of SRLA is much smaller than
that of other algorithms which consumes more than 2000 milliseconds under discrete time window.
1. Introduction
Super point cardinality estimation has been
researched for a long time because of its
importance[1][2][3]. And many excellent algorithms
have been proposed recent years[4][5] . But these
algorithms only work for discrete time window, un-
der which there is no duplicating time period be-
tween two adjacent windows. These algorithms will
reinitialize at the beginning of every window and
discard hosts’ cardinality information of previous
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time[6]. The discrete time window splits host cardi-
nality into discrete pieces and doesn’t report super
point cardinality until the end of a window which
has a latency of the size of time window. Sliding
time window which moves a small unit smoothly
has a better measurement result than discrete time
window. It stores and updates host cardinality in-
formation incrementally. Sliding time window es-
timates super point cardinality more precisely be-
cause it is not affected by the starting of window.
And sliding time window reports super point more
timely for the sake that the moving step is much
smaller than the size of discrete time window and at
the end of each moving step, super point cardinal-
ity will be estimated immediately. But super point
detection and cardinality estimation under sliding
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time window is more complex than that under dis-
crete time window because it maintains hosts state
of some previous time and estimates super point’s
cardinality more frequently.
Super point’s cardinality estimation could be di-
vided into three procedures: packets scanning, su-
per point detection and cardinality estimation. The
first procedure scans every packet and records nec-
essary information about hosts in different net-
works. Procedures 2 and 3 detect super points and
estimate their cardinalities according to the record-
ing information. They always run together at the
end of a time window which is what all of existing
algorithms do[7][8]. But the merging of super point
detection and cardinality estimation will consume
lots of time at the end of a time window because
restoring super points from huge hosts is a complex
procedure. Under discrete time window, the end
window procedure time will not cause many influ-
ence because two adjacent discrete time windows
have no duplicate time period and duration between
their end points is equal to the length of them. But
under sliding time window, the duration of two win-
dows’ end points is only a small part of the window
size and super point’s cardinality will be estimated
more frequently than that under discrete time win-
dow. In order to estimate super point’s cardinality
under sliding time window in real time, the end win-
dow procedure time must be much smaller than the
sliding step. If we try to detect super point while
scanning packets in the time window and only es-
timate the cardinalities of these detected candidate
super points, the procedure time at the end of the
time window will be reduced greatly.
Millions of packets passing through a high speed
network every second[9][10]. So the super point
detection algorithm running with packets scanning
must be light weight: small memory requirement,
fast processing speed. This light weight detection
algorithm generates a candidate super points list
while scanning packets. At the end of a time win-
dow, a more accurate algorithm will be used to
estimate every candidate super point’s cardinality
fast. This paper devises two estimators: sliding
rough estimator SRE and sliding long estimator
SLE. SRE is a light weigh estimator which judges
if a host is super point while scanning packets.
And SLE calculates the cardinality of a given host.
Based on these two estimators, a novel sliding su-
per point’s cardinality estimating algorithm SRLA
is proposed. In order to work under sliding time
window, SRLA uses a new method called as dis-
tance recorder DR to record the appearance of a
host. DR helps SRLA to judge if a host appears
in a certain sliding time window by updating itself
incrementally.
Nowadays network bandwidth is becoming higher
and higher[11][12]. To estimate super point’s cardi-
nality from the high speed network in real time, par-
allel processing technology is necessary. Most of the
previous algorithms tried to accelerate the packets
processing speed by used fast memory SRAM. But
the small size SRAM limits the accuracy of these
algorithms in a high-speed network. What’s more,
estimation algorithm requires lots of computation
operations and the computation ability of CPU is
also the bottleneck. Parallel computation ability
of GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) is stronger than
that of CPU because of its plenty operating cores.
When using GPU to scan packets parallel, a high
throughput will be acquired.
Motivated by these ideas, this paper firstly pro-
posed a sliding time window available super point
cardinality estimation algorithm SRLA. The main
contribution of this paper is listed below.
1. Devise a novel light weight method to judge
if a host is a super point under sliding time
window.
2. Firstly propose a super point detection and
cardinality estimation algorithm under sliding
time window.
3. Deploy the sliding super point detection and
cardinality estimation algorithm on a common
GPU to deal with core network in real time.
In the next section, we will introduce previous su-
per point detection algorithm under discrete time
window and analyze their merit and weakness. In
section 3, two sliding time window available cardi-
nality estimators, sliding rough estimator and slid-
ing linear estimator, are proposed. Section 4 intro-
duces the novel algorithm SRLA and describes how
it does to detect super points and estimate the car-
dinality under sliding time window. In this section,
a method to deploy SRLA on GPU is also pro-
posed. Section 5 shows experiments of real world
40Gb/s core network traffic. And we make a con-
clusion in the last section.
2. Related work
Super point detection is a hot topic in network
research field. Shobha et al.[7] proposed an algo-
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rithm that did not keep the state of every host so
this algorithm can scale very well. Cao et al.[6] used
a pair-based sampling method to eliminate the ma-
jority of low opposite number hosts and reserved
more resource to estimate the opposite number of
the resting hosts. Estan et al.[13] proposed two bits
map algorithms based on sampling flows. Several
hosts could share a bit of this map to reduce mem-
ory consumption. All of these methods were based
on sampling flows which limited its accuracy.
Wang et al.[14] devised a novel structure, called
double connection degree sketch (DCDS), to store
and estimate different hosts cardinalities. They up-
dated DCDS by setting several bits simply. In order
to restore super points at the end of a time period,
which bits to be updated were determined by Chi-
nese Remainder Theory(CRT) when scanning pack-
ets. By using CRT, every bit of DCDS could be
shared by different hosts. But the computing pro-
cess of CRT was very complex which limited the
speed of this algorithm.
Liu et al.[15] proposed a simple method to restore
super hosts basing on bloom filter. They called this
algorithm as Vector Bloom Filter(VBF). VBF used
the bits extracted from a IP address to decide which
bits to be updated when scanning packets. Com-
pared with CRT, bit extraction only needed a small
operation. But VBF would consume much time
to restore super point when the number of super
points was very big because it used only four bit
arrays to record cardinalities.
Most of the previous works only focused on accel-
erating speed by adopting fast memory but they ne-
glected the calculation ability of processors. Seon-
Ho et al.[16] first used GPU to estimate hosts op-
posite numbers. They devised a Collision-tolerant
hash table to filter flows from origin traffic and
used a bitmap data structure to record and esti-
mate hosts’ opposite numbers. But this method
needed to store IP address of every flow while scan-
ning traffic because they could not restore super
points from the bitmap directly. Additional candi-
date IP address storing space increased the memory
requirement of this algorithm.
All of these algorithms can’t not work under slid-
ing time window because they must reinitialize their
data structures at the beginning of every window.
And they consume too much time when estimating
cardinalities which is longer than the step of win-
dow sliding. In the following part, an incrementally
updating and fast estimating algorithm is proposed
to detect super point and estimate their cardinali-
ties under sliding time window.
3. Sliding cardinality estimation
There are huge hosts in a high speed network.
But super point takes up a little proportion. Esti-
mating super point’s cardinality under sliding time
window contains two parts: detecting super points
under sliding time window, estimating their cardi-
nalities. Both of these parts have a same issue, how
to estimate a host’s cardinality under sliding time
window. Two sliding estimators, sliding rough esti-
mator (SRE) and sliding linear estimator (SLE), are
introduced in this section for super point detection
and cardinality estimation separately. SRE judges
if a host is super point with small memory and SLE
gives the cardinality estimation for a certain host.
For verbal clarity, we firstly give the definition of
sliding time window.
3.1. sliding time window definition
Suppose there are two networks A and B.
These two networks are contacting with each other
through an edge router ER. A might be a city-
wide network or even a country-wide network. And
B might be another city-wide network or the Inter-
net. All traffic between A and B could be observed
from ER. Split this traffic by successive time slices
as shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: Sliding time window and discrete time window
These time slices have the same duration. The
length of a time slice could be 1 second, 1 minute or
any period in different situations. Every time slice
is identified by a number. A sliding time window
W (t, k) contains k successive slices starting from
the t time slice as shown in the top part of figure
1. Sliding time window will move forward one slice
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once a time. So two adjacent sliding time windows
contain k− 1 same slices. When k is set to 1, there
is no duplicate time period between two adjacent
windows, which is the case of discrete time window
in the bottom part of figure 1.
Let A be the network from which we want to
detect super points. A host’s packets stream in a
sliding time window is defined as below.
Definition 1 (Packets stream of a host). For a
host aip ∈ A, every packet passing through ER in
sliding time window W (t, k) which has aip as source
or destination address composes packets stream of
aip, written as Pkt(aip, t, k).
aip’s opposite hosts stream ST (aip, t, k) could
be derived from Pkt(aip, t, k) by extracting the
other IP address except aip. A IP address bip
may appear several times in ST (aip, t, k) because
aip can send several packets to bip or receive
many packets from bip. Hosts in ST (aip, t, k)
make up of opposite hosts set of aip, written
as OP (aip, t, k). The number of element in
OP (aip, t, k), denoted as |OP (aip, t, k)|, is no big-
ger than that of ST (aip, t, k). |OP (aip, t, k)| is the
cardinality of aip in sliding time window W (t, k).
Sliding super point is defined according to host’s
cardinality.
Definition 2 (Sliding super point). For a host
aip ∈ A, if |OP (aip, t, k)| ≥ θ, aip is a sliding super
point in sliding time window W (t, k). Where θ is a
positive integer.
Threshold θ is defined by users for different appli-
cations. It could be selected according to the aver-
age cardinality of all host in the past or the normal
cardinality of a server. How to get |OP (aip, t, k)|
from ST (aip, t, k) is a hard task. Because pack-
ets pass through ER with high speed and every
packet could only be scanned a time in the stream.
How to process every coming packet, judge if it is
a super point and give an accurate estimation of
|OP (aip, t, k)| at the end of the last time slice of
W (t, k) is the key step in the whole algorithm.
3.2. Sliding rough estimator
Cardinality estimator scans IP pair stream in a
window and gives hosts’ cardinalities estimation at
the end of this window. A IP pair is extracted form
a packet passing through R.
Definition 3. IPpair A IP pair is a tuple of
two IP addresses extracted from a packet like <
aipi, bipj > where aipi ∈ A and bipj ∈ B. IP pair
stream in W (t, k) is the stream of IP pairs extracted
from every packet passing through R in W (t, k) and
it is denoted by IPpair(A, t, k).
For a host aip in A, its IP pair stream
IPpair(aip, t, k) is the sub stream of IP pairs which
have aip as the first IP addresses. Let OP (aip, t, k)
represent the set of the second IP addresses of IP
pairs in IPpair(aip, t, k). The task of estimate
aip’s cardinality is to get the number of hosts in
OP (aip, t, k), written as |OP (aip, t, k)|, by scan-
ning every IP pair in IPpair(aip, t, k). In order
to calculate |OP (aip, t, k)|, a key step is to acquire
how many distinct IP pairs appear in W (t, k). In
another word, for a given IP pair < aip, bipj >
which may appears several times in a slice, the
problem is to determine if it appears in W (t, k).
This problem is simple in discrete time window
where k = 1 by using a single bit which will be
set to 1 if < aip, bipj > appears. But in sliding
time window when k > 1, there are k − 1 slices be-
long to two adjacent sliding time windows at the
same time. For example, when W (t, k) slides to
W (t + 1, k), there are k − 1 slices, slice t + 1 to
slice t+ k− 1, appearing in them at the same time.
< aip, bipj > may appear in slice t or in some slices
after t. A sliding cardinality estimator must distin-
guish these cases and judge if < aip, bipj > appears
in the new window after sliding. This paper devises
a new recorder, distance recorder DR, to solve this
problem.
DR is a recorder which consists of z bits. It
records the distance between the nearest slice where
< aip, bipj > appears and the current scanning
slice. For example, suppose that the estimator is
now scanning IPpair(aip, t, k) and < aip, bipj >
appears in slice t−d and not appears in slices after
t− d. Then the value of DR is d. When d = 0, the
distance will be 0 too which means < aip, bipj >
appears in the current slice. Only when the dis-
tance is smaller than k will host bipj appears in the
sliding time window W (t, k). So z determines the
max number of slices in a sliding time window and
the max value of k is 2z − 1. In discrete time win-
dow, 1 bit is big enough for DR. When all of the z
bits in DR is set to 1, it means that the distance is
more than k and DR is also initialized to this value.
DR has four operations as listed below where dr,
dr1, dr2 are instance of DR.
DRinit(dr) set every bit of dr to 1;
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DRset(dr) set every bit of dr to 0;
DRslide(dr) if the value of dr is smaller than 2z−
1, increment dr by 1;
DRjoin(dr1,dr2) return a new DR which has the
max value of dr1 and dr2
These operations make sure that DR holds the
correct distance for a certain IP pair or a cer-
tain host in network B. A precise way to calcu-
late |OP (aip, t, k)| is to allocate a DR for every
host in OP (aip, t, k) and store these DRs by hash
table or tree structures. This method could ac-
quire the exact value of |OP (aip, t, k)| by count-
ing the number of DR whose value are smaller
than k at the end of every slice. But it also
consumes many memory and computing resource.
For every host in OP (aip, t, k), precise method re-
quires 32 + z bits, 32 bits for IP address and z
bits for DR. The total memory requirement is
more than |OP (aip, t, k)| ∗ (32 + z)/8 bytes. When
|OP (aip, t, k)| is very big, locating DR of every host
is also a hard task. So precise method is used to run
offline to acquire baseline to evaluate the accuracy
of other algorithms.
To saving memory and reducing processing time,
estimator methods are required. When detection
super point, an estimator only needs to tell if a host
is super point or not. Under this requirement, a
memory efficient algorithm, sliding rough estimator
SRE, is devised.
For a host aip, the task of judging super point
is to determine if |OP (aip, t, k)| ≥ θ by scanning
every host in OP (aip, t, k) once. SRE proposed in
this paper is a memory efficient algorithm which
can tell if a host is a super point in a time period
with only g DRs and 8 DRs are big enough for IPv4
address. Its weight |SRE|k is the number of DR in
it whose value is smaller than k. These g DRs are
initialized to 2z − 1 at the begin of a time period.
SRE samples and records hosts in IPpair(aip, t, k)
by the least significant bits of their hashed value.
Least significant bit of an integer is defined in the
below.
Definition 4 (Least significant bit, LSB). Given
an integer i, let BIN(i) represent its binary for-
matter. The least significant bit of i, LSB(i), is
the index of the first 1’ bit of BIN(i) starting from
right.
For example, LSB(3) = 0, LSB(40) = 3. The bi-
nary formatters of 3 and 40 are “11” and “101000”.
The first bit of BIN(3) is 1, so LSB(3) equals
to 0. While BIN(40) meets its first 1’until the
fourth bit, so its LSB is 3. For every host bip in
IPpair(aip, t, k), SRE hashes it to a random value
between 0 and 232 − 1 by a hash function [17] H1.
If LSB(H1(bip)) is smaller than an integer τ , this
IP will not be recorded by SRE where τ is derived
from θ by equation1.
τ = ceil(log2(θ/g)) (1)
When LSB(H1(bip)) ≥ τ , a bit selected by
H2(bip) will be set where H2 is another hash func-
tion mapping bip to a value between 0 and g − 1.
After updating a DR, if |SRE|k is no smaller than
ρ ∗ g, |OP (aip, t, k)| is judged as bigger than θ
by SRE, where ρ = 0.99 ∗ (1 − e−1/3). ρ is ac-
quired from [18]. SRE deals with every host in
IPpair(aip, t, k) in this way.
SRE has a high probability to report a super
point. Then we will give its mathematical analyze.
Lemma 1. Suppose there are α different balls, g
different boxes and α ≥ g. Throw all of these balls
randomly to these boxes. Let FN(α, g) represent
the number of situations that every g boxes has at
least a ball. Then FN(α, g) = gα − ∑r−1i=1 Cir ∗
FN(α, i) and FN(α, 1) = 1.
Proof. There are total gα situations to threw α
balls to g boxes. When there is only a box, there
is only a situation, throwing all balls to it. When
throwing all balls to i boxes and all of these boxes
contain at least on balls, there are Cir ∗ FN(α, i)
situations. Deduct all situations that all balls are
thrown to a subset of g boxes from gα, the rest is
the number of situations that there are no empty
boxes.
Theorem 1. Throw α balls to g boxes. Let g1 rep-
resent the number of boxes that contain at least a
ball. The number of situations that there are g1
balls are none empty,denoted by FN(α, g, g1), is
Cg1g ∗ FN(α, n), where 1 ≤ n ≤ g.
Proof. The rest g−g1 balls are empty. There are Cng
situations to choose gg1 empty balls. Each situation
has FN(α, g1) methods to throw α balls. So the
number of total situations is Cg1g ∗ FN(α, g1).
OP (aip, t, k) could be regarded as the set of balls
and g bits could be regarded as boxes in theorem
1. |SRE|k means the number of DR whose values
are smaller than k. Suppose there are α hosts in
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OP (aip, t, k) updating SRE. The probability that
there are |SRE|k = g1 is :
Pr{α, g, g1} = FN(α, g, g1)
gα
(2)
Every host in OP (aip, t, k) has probability 12τ to
update SRE. So the probability that there are α
hosts in OP (aip, t, k) updating SRE is:
Pr{|OP (aip, t, k)|, α}
= Cα|OP (aip,t,k)| ∗
1
2τ
α
∗ (1− 1
2τ
)|OP (aip,t,k)|−α
(3)
Combine equation 2 and 3, we will get the prob-
ability that there are g1 DR being set in RE after
scanning ST (aip, t, k) as shown in equation 4.
Pr{|OP (aip, t, k)|, g, τ, g1}
=
|OP (aip,t,k)|∑
α=g1
Pr{|OP (aip, t, k)|, α} ∗ Pr{α, g, g1}
(4)
.
The probability that there are more than n 1’
bits in SRE after scanning ST (aip, t, k) could be
derived from 4 as shown in equation 5.
Pr+|OP (aip, t, k)|, g, τ, n
=
g∑
g1=n
Pr{|OP (aip, t, k)|, g, τ, g1} (5)
Equation 5 proofs that SRE has a high proba-
bility to detect super point. But it is a light weight
estimator and can’t give an accurate cardinality es-
timation. Sliding linear estimator introduced in the
next makes up this shortage.
3.3. Sliding linear estimator
Linear estimator, LE, is a famous cardinality es-
timation algorithm[19]. It uses g′ bits, which are
initialized to 0 at the beginning of a discrete time
window, to estimate host’s cardinality. When scan-
ning a host bip in IPpair(aip, t, k), one bit in LE
selected by hash function H3 will be set. H3(bip)
maps bip to a random value between 0 and g′ − 1.
Let |LE| represent the weight of LE, which means
the number of 1 bit in it. At the end of a discrete
time window, |OP (aip, t, 1)| will be estimated by
the following equation.
|OP (aip, t, 1)| = −g′ ∗ ln(g
′ − |LE|
g′
) (6)
But LE only works when k = 1. In order to esti-
mate cardinality under sliding time window, slid-
ing linear estimator SLE replaces the g′ bits in
LE with g′ DRs. The weight of SLE denoted as
|SLE|k is the number of short integer whose value is
smaller than k. SLE estimates a host’s cardinality
by equation 7.
|OP (aip, t, k)|′ = −g′ ∗ ln(g
′ − |SLE|k
g′
) (7)
According to paper [19], the estimating accuracy
of SLE depends on the value of g′, the bigger g′ is,
the more accurate the estimating result will be. But
a big g′ requires more time to calculating |SLE|k
which increasing the estimating time. So SLE is
only suit to estimating cardinality of candidate su-
per points at the end of slice, instead of estimating
every time while scanning IP pair. When combining
SRE with SLE, an novel sliding time window su-
per point’s cardinality estimating algorithm SRLA
is proposed.
4. Detect super points and estimate their
cardinalities on GPU
Network A contains a great number of hosts and
it’s not efficient to allocate a SRE and SLE for
every host. This section introduces a novel algo-
rithm which can detect super point and estimate
their cardinalities under sliding time window with
fixed number of estimators.
4.1. Scan packets and generate super points candi-
date list
Because 8 DRs are big enough for SRE to judge
if a host is super point, it can detect super point
fast. When using with LE, it can estimate super
point’s cardinality more quickly. Motivated by this
idea, we design a novel estimator, sliding estimator
SE. SE consists of a SRE, a LE and 16 bits. The
16 bits in SE is used to indicate that a host has
been judged as a super point in the time slice and
we call them as super point indicator SI. When a
host aip ∈ A is firstly judged as a super point, a bit
in SI, selected by a hash function H3(aip) where
H3 hashes aip to a random value between [0,15],
will be set to 1. Let SI[i] point to the ith bit in
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SI. An array of SE with u rows and v columns,
denoted by SEA, is used to detect super points
in the network A and estimate their cardinalities.
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of SEA.
Figure 2: Structure of SEA
Every IP pair < aip, bip > will update u SE se-
lecting from the u rows of SEA by u hash functions,
RHi(aip) where 0 ≤ i ≤ u − 1. USE(aip) repre-
sents the union SE of these u SEs in SEA and
USI(aip), URE(aip) and ULE(aip) represent the
SI, SRE and LE in USE(aip) respectively. For a
host aip ∈ A, its union SE in SEA is acquired by
algorithm 1.
SI[i, j], RE[i, j] and LE[i, j] is the SI, SRE
and LE of SE in the ith row, jth column. Af-
ter updating these SEs, aip will be checked by
URE(aip) to test if it is a super point. If it is
and USI[H4(aip)] is zero, aip will be inserted in to
a candidate super point list and the H4(aip)th bit
of every SI[i, RHi(aip)] will be set to 1. This will
avoid to add aip to the candidate super point list
more times.
To calculate USE(aip) every time scanning an
IP pair is time consuming, especially that the g′ is
very big often more than one thousand. We only
need to acquire USI(aip) and URE(aip) for super
point judging and candidate super point list inser-
tion. SI contains only 16 bits and SRE consists of
only 8 DR for IPv4 address. The merging time will
be reduced greatly. Algorithm 2 describes how to
update SEA for every IP pair.
Algorithm 2 firstly updates u LEs by setting a
DR of them to 0. Then it begins to update SRE
after checking aip. Not every IP pair could pass
Algorithm 1 UnionSE
Input: aip ∈ A;
SEA
Output: USE(aip) the union of SE relating with
aip
Init USE(aip)
set every bit of SI in USE(aip) to 1
set every DR in URE(aip) to 2z − 1
set every DR in ULE(aip) to 2z − 1
for i ∈ [0, u− 1] do
USI(aip)⇐ USI(aip)&SI[i, RHi(aip)]
for j ∈ [0, g − 1] do
URE(aip)[j] ⇐
DRjoin(URE(aip)[j], RE[i, RHi(aip)][j])
end for
for j ∈ [0, g′ − 1] do
ULE(aip)[j] ⇐
DRjoin(ULE(aip)[j], LE[i, RHi(aip)][j])
end for
end for
Return USE(aip)
Algorithm 2 ScanIPpair
Output: SEA,
IP pair < aip, bip >
Candidate super point list CSIP
leidx⇐ H1(bip)
for ridx ∈ [0, u− 1] do
LE[i, RHi(aip)][leidx]⇐ 0
end for
if LSB(H1(aip)) ≤ τ then
Return
end if
reidx⇐ H2(bip)
siidx⇐ H4(bip)
for ridx ∈ [0, u− 1] do
RE[i, RHi(aip)][reidx]⇐ 0
end for
if |URE(aip)|k ≥ τ then
if USI(aip)[siidx] equal to 0 then
insert aip into CSIP
for ridx ∈ [0, u− 1] do
SI[i, RHi(aip)][siidx]⇐ 1
end for
end if
end if
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this checking and only about 12τ of them updates
SRE. This checking process accelerates the scan-
ning speed greatly. When a IP pair updates, the
first IP address of it will be checked if is a super
point by the union SRE. Super point reported by
SRE will be inserted into the candidate list CSIP .
Algorithm 2 deals with every IP pair in a slice. Af-
ter scanning all IP pairs in this slice, the cardinality
of hosts in the candidate super point list could be
acquired from SEA by the algorithm described in
the next section.
4.2. Estimate cardinality of super point
SEA uses fix number of LE, u ∗ v SEs, to esti-
mate the cardinalities of all hosts in A. This causes
that a LE will record more than one hosts’ cardi-
nalities and the result will be over estimating. In
order to reduce the influence, u LEs will be used
together and a host’s cardinality will be estimated
from the union LE. But when there are many dis-
tinct IP pairs in a slice, there are still many DR
in the union LE setting by other hosts. Estimat-
ing the number of these error DR and remove them
from the union LE helps to improve the accuracy
of cardinality estimation.
Let |LDR(i)|k represent the number of all LEs’
DR in the ith row whose values are smaller than
k. Then the probability that a DR of a LE in the
ith row is set by some host is PLEdr (i) =
|LDR(i)|k
g′∗v .
|LDR(i)|k could be acquired by scanning every LE
in the ith row. Suppose a LE is used to record the
cardinality of a host aip exclusively. Then |LE|k is
expected to be d1 = g
′−g′∗e− |OP (aip,t,k)|g′ , according
to equation 7. In the union LE, every of these d1
DR will be set by some other hosts with probability
UPLEdr as shown in the following equation.
UPLEdr =
u−1∏
i=0
PLEdr (i) (8)
Let |ULE(aip)|k represent the number of DR
in the union LE whose values are smaller than k.
Then |ULE(aip)|k = d1 + (g − d1) ∗ UPLEdr . And
aip’s cardinality could be estimated by the follow-
ing equation.
|OP (aip, t, k)|′ = −g′∗ln(1−|ULE|
k − g′ ∗ UPLEdr
g′ ∗ (1− UPLEdr )
)
(9)
Equation 9 gives a more accurate estimation by
removing the error setting DR from ULE. The car-
dinality of every host in the candidate super point
list will be estimated in this way.
SRLA works under sliding time window. To do
this, SRLA updates SEA incrementally instead of
reinitialize it before every time slice. After estimat-
ing super point’s cardinality, SRLA updates all SI,
DR and the candidate super point list by algorithm
3.
Algorithm 3 SEA updating before sliding
Input: SEA
Candidate super point list CSIP
Output: New candidate super point list NCSIP
for si in SI of every SE in SEA do
si⇐ 0
end for
for dr in DR of all SRE and LE of SE in SEA
do
if dr < 2z − 1 then
dr + +
end if
end for
for aip in CSIP do
if |URE(aip)|k ≥ g ∗ ρ then
insert aip into NCSIP
for ridx ∈ [0, u− 1] do
SI[i, RHi(aip)][siidx]⇐ 1
end for
end if
end for
Return NCSIP
Algorithm 3 not only updates all DR in SEA but
also derives a new candidate super point list from
now current one for the next time window. This
makes sure that no super points will be neglected.
For example, if aip is a super point in W (t + 1, k)
and all of its opposite hosts appear in time slice t+1
to t + k − 1. In this case, aip will not be inserted
into the candidate super point list while scanning
IP pairs in time slice t+k. But it could be detected
out from the candidate super point lists in W (t, k).
4.3. Deploy on GPU
While scanning IP pairs, SRLA only sets some
SIs, DRs. Bot SIs and DR could be set by server
threads at the same time without causing any mis-
takes, because a bit or a DR is still being 1” or
zero after setting several times. So several IP pairs
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could be processed concurrently. GPU is a special
device which contains plenty computing cores and
has high memory accessing through put. Although
the ability of every single core of CPU is a little
stronger than that of GPU, but the total comput-
ing resource of a GPU card is much more abundant
than that of CPU considering the plenty number of
cores a GPU containing.
GPU is good at these tasks which process huge
data with the same instructions. SRLA is such one
that scanning different IP pairs by algorithm 2. But
GPU could only access its own memory directly, so
these IP pairs should be stored in a buffer and then
copied to GPU’s graphic memory as shown in figure
3.
Figure 3: Structure of SEA
Before SRLA starting, SEA will be initialized
on GPU’s graphic memory to be accessed by GPU
threads directly. When the IP pairs buffer is full,
it will be sent to GPU’s global memory by PCIe
bus. After receiving these IP pairs, GPU launches
thousands of cores to deal with them at the same
time. Stream processor SP is a set of hundreds
of computing cores. A GPU card contains several
SP s. Every SP reads a part of IP pairs in the
buffer and distributes them to different cores for
further processing. Every core runs algorithm 2 to
update SEA and candidate super point list CSIP
in a time slice.
After scanning all IP pairs in a slice, every com-
puting core estimates cardinality of candidate super
point by equation 9.
Let Cu represent the time of IP pairs scanning,
Ce represent the time of candidate super point’s
cardinality estimation and Cs represent the dura-
tion of a slice. In order to deal with high speed net-
work traffic in real time, Cu + Ce must be smaller
than Cs. Cardinality of candidate super point will
not be estimated until the end of a slice, so the
estimating latency under sliding time window is
Cs + Ce. Experiments proves that for a 40Gb/s
network, SRLA’s Ce is as small as 300 milliseconds
with a common GPU card and Cu is smaller than
150 milliseconds. This shows that SRLA works
well under a sliding time window whose sliding step
could be as small as 1 second when running on
GPU.
5. Experiment
To evaluate the performance of SRLA, we use
a real world traffic collecting from the node of
JiangSu province of CERNET. The experiment
data are two one-hour traffics starting from 13:00
on October 21 and 23, 2017. There are two parts in
our experiments: super point cardinality estimation
under discrete time window and super point cardi-
nality under sliding time window. In both of these
parts, super point’s threshold θ is set to 1024. The
experiment runs on a PC with GPU card Nvidia
GTX 650, 1 GB graphic memory.
5.1. discrete time window experiments
The parameter of the discrete time window is set
to Cs = 300 seconds, k = 1 and z = 1. There are 12
discrete time windows in a one-hour traffic and the
average information of these two traffics are listed
in talbe 1.
In table 1, #ANetIP” and #BNetIP” mean the
number of hosts in A and B separately and #Flow”
means the average number of distinct IP pairs in a
discrete time window. From it we can see that,
the average packets speed of this traffic is 4.5 mpps
(million packets per second) and super point makes
up smaller than 0.047 percent of the total hosts in
A.
Accuracy is a key merit of cardinality estima-
tion. We measure the accuracy by false positive
rate(FPR), false negative rate(FNR) as defined be-
low.
Definition 5 (FPR/FNR). For a traffic with N
super points, an algorithm detects N ′ super points.
In the N ′ detected super points, there are N+ hosts
which are not super points. And there are N− su-
per points which are not detected by the algorithm.
FPR means the ratio of N+ to N and FNR means
the ratio of N− to N .
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Table 1: Traffic information
Figure 4: SRLA accuracy comparing on traffic Oct, 21, 2017
FPR may decrease with the increase of FNR. If
an algorithm reports more hosts as super point, its
FNR will decrease but FPR will increase. So we use
the sum of FPR and FNR, total false rate TFR, to
evaluate the accuracy of an algorithm.
The parameters of SEA influences the accuracy
of SRLA. We firstly compare the accuracy of
SRLA with different u, v and g′. Figure 4 and
5 show the average accuracy of SRLA under the
12 discrete time windows of different traffics and
parameters.
Every sub figure compares the accuracy of SRLA
under different g′, changing from 1024 to 8192. Big
g′ helps to reduce TFR in most cases. But big g′
requires more time to acquire |SLE|k which will
cause a big Ce. TFR also decreases gradually with
the increase of v. But when v grows to 131072
from 65536, TFR decreases slightly but memory
doubles. SRLA has the lowest false rate when g′,
u and v are set to the biggest value. But memory
requirement and Ce also grow rapidly. When g
′ =
1024, v = 65536 and u = 4, SRLA’s false rates
are small enough and in the following experiments,
SRLA’s parameters are set as these values. And
when running under discrete time window, z = 1 is
enough for DR.
To compare the performance of SRLA with other
algorithms, we use DCDS[14], VBFA[15], GSE [16]
to compare with it. Table 2 lists the average result
of all the 24 discrete time windows.
GSE has a lower FPR than other algorithms. It
can remove fake super points according the esti-
mating flow number. But GSE may remove some
super points too, which causes it has a higher FNR.
Because it uses discrete bits to record host’s cardi-
nality, collecting all of these bits together when esti-
mate super points cardinality will use lots of time.
DCDS uses CRT when storing host’s cardinality.
CRT has a better randomness which makes DCDS
has a lower FNR. But CRT is very complex con-
taining many operations. So DCDS’s speed is the
lowest among all of these algorithms. VBFA has
the fastest speed but its TFR is higher than that of
SRLA.
From table 2 we can see that, SRLA uses the
smallest memory, smaller than one-twentieth of
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Figure 5: SRLA accuracy comparing on traffic Oct, 23, 2017
Table 2: Comparing result under
others’ memory. Because SRLA generates a can-
didate super point list while packets scanning, so
it has the smallest Ce, only 4 milliseconds. And
SRLA is the only one which can run under sliding
time window.
5.2. sliding time window experiments
In the sliding time window experiments, a time
slice is set to 1 second, k is 300 and z equals to
16. We let the window sliding from W (0, 300) to
W (2999, 300) and SRLA runs on traffic 2017-10-
21. SRLA’s FPR, FNR and TFR are illustrated in
figure 6, 7 and 8.
Under most sliding time window, SRLA has a
low FNR, smaller than 1.5%. When FNR is small,
FPR is relative high. But the total false rate is sta-
bly small. When under sliding time window, SRLA
has the similar accuracy when it under discrete
time window. This proves that SRLA estimates
super point cardinality successfully under sliding
time window on GPU. In the sliding time window
experiments, SRLA’s average Ce is 100 millisec-
onds which is more than that under discrete time
window. Because in sliding time window, z is set
to 16 and SRLA requires more time to calculate
|SLE|k. But Ce +Cu is still much smaller than Cs
and SRLA’s average Cu is 109 milliseconds for ev-
ery single slice. So SRLA can detect and estimate
the cardinality of super point in real time under
sliding time window.
6. Conclusion
Super point cardinality estimation is an impor-
tant and difficult task on network management. In-
cremental updating and small estimating time are
two special difficulties in it. SRLA proposed in this
paper is the first one solve this problem in real time
with a common GPU. SRLA’s capability of incre-
mental updating comes from DR, a new recorder
which can determine if itself is updated in a certain
sliding time window. In order to reduce the super
point’s cardinality estimation time, SRLA generat-
ing a candidate super point list while scanning IP
pairs. This candidate super point list is acquired
by the light weight sliding estimator SRE. SRE is
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Figure 6: FPR under sliding time window
Figure 7: FNR under sliding time window
Figure 8: TFR under sliding time window
memory efficient and fast processing which makes
sure that it doesn’t cause many additional time for
IP pairs scanning. At the end of a time slice, SRLA
estimates every candidate super point in the list by
sliding linear estimator SLE. SLE gives a high
accuracy estimation of a host’s cardinality. When
running on a common GPU, SRLA estimates the
super point cardinality in real time for a 40Gb/s
network.
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